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	Building Interactive Queries with LINQPad, 9781782178224 (1782178228), Packt Publishing, 2013

	If you need to interact with databases, XML, in-memory collections, or remote services, LINQ can make your life simpler. The best way to discover LINQ is with the help of LINQPad, a free IDE whose first goal is to make sure that writing and interacting with your LINQ query is fun and easy. More generally, LINQPad is a C#/VB/F# scratchpad that instantly executes any expression, statement block, or program with rich output formatting and a wealth of features.


	With Building Interactive Queries with LINQPad, you will quickly learn everything you need to know to start using LINQ. To accelerate your learning curve, you will discover how to use LINQPad and its features to test your queries interactively and experiment with all the options offered by LINQ.


	In all probability, you already know C#, but have you had a chance to try out LINQ? Building Interactive Queries with LINQPad will introduce you to everything LINQ can offer and will let you interact with every example in LINQPad, LINQ’s best companion.


	You will learn how to build and experiment with interactive queries with this practical guide illustrated with short and detailed code samples. You will also get acquainted with other cool applications of LINQpad such as testing, code snippet generation, and so on, along with a broad approach to LINQ (to object, to SQL, to XML, and so on).


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Discover what LINQ can do and how it will help you
	
		Learn all about LINQ query operators to join, aggregate, select, and filter data
	
		Write LINQ queries with both method and query syntaxes
	
		Query databases and remote services using LINQ
	
		Create and manipulate XML and in-memory collections
	
		Differentiate LINQPad’s query types
	
		Handle user input with LINQPad
	
		Customize LINQPad to fit your taste or workflow



	Approach


	A step-by-step practical guide that will introduce you to LINQPad’s key features, thereby helping you to query databases interactively.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is aimed at C#/.Net developers who wish to learn LINQ programming and leverage the easy way of using LINQPad. No prior knowledge of LINQ or LINQPad is expected. A basic knowledge of SQL and XML is required for some chapters.
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Food Composition and Analysis: Methods and StrategiesAcademic Press, 2014

	This book covers methods and strategies related to food composition and analysis. Topics include antioxidant activity of maize bran arabinoxylan microspheres; active packaging based on the release of carvacrol and thymol for fresh food; enzymes for the flavor, dairy, and baking industries; membrane technology in food processing; tenderization...


		

LibGDX Game Development By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to create your very own game using the libGDX cross-platform framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the core features of libGDX to develop your own exciting games
	
		Explore game development concepts through example projects
	
		Target games for major app stores quickly and...



		

Problem Seeking: An Architectural Programming PrimerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The classic programming guide for architects and clients–fully updated and revised
Architectural programming is a team effort that requires close cooperation between architects and their clients. Problem Seeking, Fourth Edition lays out a five-step procedure that teams can follow when programming any building or series of buildings, from...





	

Advances in Cardiac Signal ProcessingSpringer, 2007

	This book provides a comprehensive review of progress in the acquisition and extraction of electrocardiogram signals. The coverage is extensive, from a review of filtering techniques to measurement of heart rate variability, to aortic pressure measurement, to strategies for assessing contractile effort of the left ventricle and more. The book...


		

Ocular Infection: Investigation and Treatment in PracticeCRC Press, 2007

	Since the first edition that was published in 1998 we have seen manychanges in ophthalmology from advancements in laser surgery to new techniques in cataract surgery. With these new developing advancements symptoms, diagnosis, and treatments in ocular disease have also begun to change. Early diagnosis and management of ocular infection is...


		

Chromatographic Analysis of Environmental and Food Toxicants (Chromatographic Science, V. 77.)CRC Press, 1998
. . .a practical collection. . .describing chromatographic methods for analyzing significant food and environmental contaminants and chronically toxic substances. The table of contents reflects the types of chemicals referenced in this volume. Shibamato focuses. . .concern on gathering adequate knowledge about uptake of substances where humans may...
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